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SUNDERLAND IN SEA RESCUE DRAMA

Nine survivors of a missing Sunderland of Coastal Command have been

rescued from a dinghy in the Atlantic by a British destroyer, after

another Sunderland had twice attempted to alight alongside them in a rough

sea. The destroyer was directed to the survivors by a Coastal Command

Catalina which relieved the Sunderland on its patrol and gave air protection
while the ship was rescuing the men.

A search was being made for the dinghy, and when the Sunderland first

sighted it, about 120 miles from land, food and water were dropped by the

aircraft.

The captain of the Sunderland which found the dinghy was Flight Lt,

W.S,E, (’Bill') Dods, a Brisbane accountant, and his aircraft belongs to an

Australian squadron which was formed last year and will celebrate its first

anniversary on Anzac Day (April 25)*

"In trying to alight and pick up the occupants of the dinghy," said

P/O, J.V, Nicholls, first pilot of the Sunderland, "we ran along a calm

patch of sea., but soon found ourselves in deep waves. If we had touched

down we should have been engulfed.

"On our second attempt at rescue we were again surrounded reardied by waves which

were so high that the sky seemed to have disappeared. We were forced to"
abandon the attempt, otherwise we should have'been in the ’drink’ ourselves."

The Sunderland, however, kept in touch with the dinghy until .it was

relieved by the Catalina., The survivors were taken aboard the destroyer
after being adrift for approximately 16 hours.

F/Lt, Joseph Gibson, of St. Andrews, New Brunswick, captain of the

"ditched" Sunderland, and who was among the survivors, afterwards said: "This

was a magnificent example of Air/Sea Rescue work. Our wireless operator,
F/O. Ralph Tierney, of Guelph, Ontario, managed to get an S.O.S, off before

we went in, and within two or three hours the navy had sent out a destroyer

to pick us up,"


